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RECHARGEABLE TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT 
 
 
1. Description: 
 

The TRM4RE4 MAGLITE Mag-Tac PLAIN Head LED in black is a RECHARGEABLE tactical flashlight with 
LiFePO4 (Lithium Iron Phosphate) battery and pocket clip with cable hole. It is recommended for use 
by law enforcement officers as well as security industry personnel. The distinguishing specifications of 
the MAG-TAC PLAIN HEAD RECHARGEABLE are ease of use and best performance rating, compactly 
built into a flashlight with excellent overall quality and performance. 

 

2.Product Features: 

 With a secure case on the included charging station, the MAG-TAC is always ready to go and 
has four different light modes: FULL, LOW, MOMENTARY, STROBE. 

 Due to the high-precision MAGLITE optics, the MAG-TAC achieves an illumination range of up 
to 185 meters used in FULL mode with 671 lumens, all packed in just 15 cm in length, for 
best results in many demanding conditions. 

 Used at full light power, the MAG-TAC's small battery lasts 1 hour and it also has a LOW 
POWER function with less light for longer operation, up to 18 hours.  

 This tactical flashlight has a rugged (1m drop test) and waterproof (IPX4) housing made from 
eloxed T6061 aerospace aluminum on both sides. 

 The four light modes are easy to use and operate with one hand: momentary light (signal 
function), maximum light output (100%), energy saving and strobe.  

 Thanks to these technical specifications, the National Association of Tactical Officers 
recommends the MAG-TAC PLAIN HEAD RECHARGEABLE for police use. 

 All MAGLITE rechargeable flashlights can be stored directly in their surface mount charging 
cradles, powered from a 12-volt vehicle system or from a 220-volt stationary source, so in an 
emergency they are always charged and ready to go . 

  



MULTIMODE: 
1. MAX power for 671 lumens of brightness, up to 185 meters of beam distance and up to 1h of run 
time.2. LOW power for a run time of up to 18 hours.3. MOMENTARY mode. The light stays on only 
while the QuickClik switch button is pressed.4. STROBE For a high energy strobe flash. (All selectable 
via electronic switch QuickClik mode selector) 

 

3. Technical Specifications 

- Made of aerospace aluminum eloxed on both sides T6061. Machined aluminum construction, 

designed for easy and secure grips, even when the user is wearing gloves Mountable USB-

powered charging cradle that can also be powered by the included 12V adapter or any other 

standard-compliant charging source USB 2.0- Recommended by the US Association of National 

Tactical Officers for law enforcement use- Simple swivel head operation (ON / OFF - Focus)- 

Pocket clip with cable hole, aggressive knurled design, stealth matte finish- Rugged Waterproof: 

Yes, IPx4- Drop resistance: 1 meter- Light source: LED, with high-precision MAGLITE optics- 

Lumens: 671- Beam distance: 185 meters- Maximum beam intensity: 8545 cd- High operating 

time: 1 hour- Low runtime: 18 hours- Eco runtime: -- Power management: Yes, dynamic- Battery 

type: LiFePO4 (lithium iron phosphate) RECHARGEABLE, included.- Rechargeable flashlight: YES, 

with rings 360 degree charging. Recharge time: approx. 2.5 hours. Charging environment - 

temperature: 0 ... 45 C- Storage: In places with temperatures from -20 C (minimum) to +45 C 

(maximum)- Head diameter (flashlight): 26.67 mm- Barrel diameter ( flashlight): 26.67 mm - 

Length (flashlight) 148 mm - Charging base H x base diameter: 47 x 65 mm 5 hours. Charging 

environment - temperature: 0 ... 45 C- Storage: In places with temperatures from -20 C 

(minimum) to +45 C (maximum)- Head diameter (flashlight): 26.67 mm- Barrel diameter ( 

flashlight): 26.67 mm - Length (flashlight) 148 mm - Charging base H x base diameter: 47 x 65 

mm 5 hours. Charging environment - temperature: 0 ... 45 C- Storage: In places with 

temperatures from -20 C (minimum) to +45 C (maximum)- Head diameter (flashlight): 26.67 

mm- Barrel diameter ( flashlight): 26.67 mm - Length (flashlight) 148 mm - Charging base H x 

base diameter: 47 x 65 mm 

- Package: Presentation Box- Color: Black 

 

4. Product Images. 



 

 

 

NOTE:  
1. This technical specification is for reference only, it is subject to change or update without prior notice. 
2. These specifications and images are for illustration purposes only, they do not imply any preference, 
definition, guarantee, property or obligation.  
3. The use of this information by any person, company and/or entity is at their own risk.  
4. We disclaim any liability for its use. 
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